
PREFACE

When I arrived at Cedar Creek Natural History Area in 1980 as a field assistant, I found three
invaluable tools for botanical explorations: a thorough plant checklist, a half-filled herbarium
cabinet, and 5400 acres of forest, swamp, marsh, and savanna in which to roam.

The first comprehensive checklist was prepared in the 1960s by John W. Moore, former curator of
the University of Minnesota Herbarium. His checklist was published by the Bell Museum of Natural
History in 1973. Moore made an enormous contribution to the knowledge of plant life in Minnesota
based on the quantity of his collections, the quality of his specimen labels, and his plant checklists for
botanically and ecologically important areas across Minnesota. At Cedar Creek, as elsewhere, his
checklists were based on specimens, mostly his own, deposited at the University Herbarium. Cedar
Creek was fortunate to receive a few hundred duplicate plant specimens, mounted, and with his
trademark, hand-typed labds. Numerous specimens were added to the original Cedar Creek
Herbarium by Roberta Lammers, Freida Wertman, and others.

My goal now is to build upon what was done before me. In 1981 as a fledgling botanist, I had the
motivation to explore but I was given some focus and great companionship from two researchers at
the Lab, John Haarstad and Neil Bernstein. They showed me their prized plant finds (gaywings, rose
pogonia, grass-pink orchid, among others) and the most beautiful portions of Cedar Creek.

The annotations in this checklist are a result of my Cedar Creek explorations primarily between the
years 1981 and 1993, with several location updates provided by myself and John Haarstad through
2000. Habitats that I explored in great detail were savannas, wet meadows, fens, and a specialized
ecotone that I call wet meadow margins. I also prowled through swamps and fens trying to re-locate
former collection sites for ram's head orchid and pitcher plant along "old logging road" and to
determine whether Carex gynotTates--- which has no voucher specimen at the University---really occurs
here. Three noteworthy species that Moore collected but I could not re-located are twisted yellow-
eyed grass (Xyris toria), Bulbostylis capilfaris, and that dusive Carex richardsonii.

My checklist with location and habitat notes was nearly finished in 1989. The project incubated from
1989 to 1998 while I worked for the Minnesota County Biological Survey. During that time, I gained
a better understanding of taxonomy, species ranges, and species' habitat preferences.
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I want to acknowledge everyone who has submitted plant collections to the University of Minnesota
Herbarium from Cedar Creek, shared their plant knowledge, or asked me plant questions, but it isn't
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I hope that tattered copies of this Flora 2000 wi1llie about the Cedar Creek Lab as the "flora of the
future"* unfolds.

* Dr. Morley's commentary on aggressive plants in our human-dominated world.
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OVERVIEW OF FLORA OF CEDAR CREEK NATURAL HISTORY AREA

HISTORY OF CEDAR CREEK NATURAL HISTORY AREA

AS A BIOWGICAL RESERVE

It could be said that geologist/ecologist, Wtlliam S. Cooper and pilot/ cartographer, Mark

Hurd put Cedar Bog Lake "on the map" in 1930 when they flew and photographed the area

that is now a biological reserve. Botanists C. Otto Rosendahl and Frederick Butters found

the "bog" lake in 1929 in the course of their Minnesota explorations, and described to

Cooper, no doubt with some enthusiasm, the extraordinary, southern location of a white

cedar swamp. Wotd spread in the 1930s about "Cedar Creek Forest" and the "bog" lake

known as "Decodon Pond", and researchers came. Thanks to the efforts of many who took

action to protect Cedar Bog Lake, as wdl as surrounding woodlands and savannas, it is still a

striking place to see &omthe air: the lack of houses, structures, and roads, the undeveloped

shore of Fish Lake, the white cedar swamp surrounding Cedar Bog Lake, the white pine and

mixed pine stands north of Cedar Bog Lake, the oriented sand dunes sparsely covered by

oaks, the rectangular shapes of old fields, the patchwork pattern of experimental fertilization

treatments in old fields, and, of course, Cedar Creek itself, winding back and forth past

patches of alder and tamarack in it's marshy channel.

From its inception as "Cedar Creek Forest" to today, Cedar Creek Natural History Area

(CCNHA, or "Cedar Creek" when not confused with the creek itself) has served as a

biological reserve of the University of Minnesota. Cedar Creek was originally designed to

serve as an outdoor laboratory for the observation and study of plants and animals in their

undisturbed natural settings. In the 1960s and 1970s, development of radio transmitters and

telemetry equipment for animal studies in the original laboratory building facilitated

numerous pioneering studies of animal movement and behavior at Cedar Creek and

elsewhere. In 1975, Cedar Creek was recognized as a Registered National Natural

Landmark. In 1982, it became part of a network of Long Term Ecological Research (LTER)

sites suppported by the National Science Foundation. Since then, the purpose of the reserve

has expanded to include ecological experiments that carefully manipulate the environment.

Among such experiments are field-based studies that contribute to our knowledge of plant

population and competition models, plant-insect interactioils, nitrogen utilization and

cycling, and plant competition under conditions of enriched CO2.

CliMATE, SOILS AND VEGETATION OF CEDAR CREEK NATURAL HISTORY AREA

Cedar Creek covers 5400 acres (2200 ha) and is located in east-central Minnesota 30 miles

(50 km) north of Minneapolis-St. Paul and the campus of the University of Minnesota.

Cedar Creek is situated at 45°25' N latitude and 93°10' W longitude. John Haarstad sums up

the climate in his introduction to the Insects of Cedar Creek Natural History Area (2000,

website "Background"),

"[The] climate is continental. Wmters are cold, long, and £i.1led with snow; summers are

short, warm, humid, and £i.1led with biting flies. Springs are short, cool, and rather wet.
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Falls are generally long and exhilarating--cool and bug free with lots of color and no
interns."

At the end of the Wisconsin glaciation, 10,000 to 14,000 years ago, when humans were
sparse and biting flies were annoying the large-mammalian fauna, the Anoka Sandplain
fonned in east-central Minnesota. The sandplain is composed of outwash---water-deposited
sediments--from the stagnant Grantsburg sublobe ice, an offshoot of the Des Moines lobe
that flowed northwest to southeast across Minnesota. The outwash buried older till and
outwash as well as ice blocks that later mdted leaving behind basins or depressions on the
Anoka Sandplain (Cooper 1935, Cushing 1963).

Soils at Cedar Creek are divided by Gri~ et al. (1974) into four closdy rdated soil
associations that are characterized by and named after the commonest soil series. Each
association is like a generalized mapping unit and so contains inclusions of other soil types.
The major upland soils are all sandy and excessivdy drained. The lowland soils are formed
in deposits of organic material of varying thickness and in poorly drained outwash
sediments.

Nymore - medium to fine sand outwash (former prairie/ savanna vegetation
with shallow wetlands)

Zimmerman - fine sand outwash (former oak woodland; some savanna and
shallow wetlands)

Sartell- medium or fine sand outwash with aeolian sediments (former savanna
on dunes)

Rifle-Lupton - organic and poorly drained outwash ~arge peatlands and peat-
filled lake basins)

Upland vegetation comprises roughly half of the total acreage of Cedar Creek. The major
upland vegetation types are, in terms of acreage, abandoned cropland (old fidds), drY oak
forest, oak savanna/woodland, and white pine-hardwood forests. The most ecologically
significant from a native plant community point of view are the high-quality, dry oak
savanna areas with their wet meadow swales, the mesic oak forest and lowland hardwood
forest knolls near Cedar Bog Lake, the white pine-hardwood forests, and though only adding
up to a few acres, the white pine-hardwood stands that include a few remaining native red
pines and jack pines.

Wetlands, the other half of Cedar Creek's acreage, are wonderfully varied. There are four
bodies of water plus Cedar Creek itsdf. There is a large, shallow sand lake, Fish Lake, plus
three lakes in peat-filled basins, Cedar Bog Lake, Beckman Lake and Ice Lake. The creek,
only eight miles or so downstream from its headwaters, winds back and forth in a marshy
channd. Overall at CCNHA, the wetland vegetation is roughly half wooded (tamarack
swamp, alder swamp, white cedar swamp, and mixed hardwood swamp) and half open (poor
fen, rich fen, wet meadow, cattail marsh, and emergent marsh). Almost all of the wetlands
here are ecologically highly significant because of the natural area context, rdativdy minor
past disturbances, rdativdy limited inputs of nutrient-rich runoff, and overall number and
variety. Additionally, the white cedar swamps and the mixed black spruce-tamarack swamp
are significant because they occur far south of their geographic range. The wet meadows
that occur in the dry oak savannas harbor several State-listed rare plants. Fish Lake has no
equal in east-central Minnesota and beyond for having an undevdoped shordine and high-
quality, native plant and animal communities.
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